
Real-World Evidence.  
Making a Real-World Difference.
Life Sciences companies increasingly choose to partner with Komodo Health to conduct and publish HEOR studies, citing the: 

	¥ Breadth and depth of our data. Our Healthcare Map™ encompasses the longitudinal patient journeys of 330 million patients with an 
average of six years of patient history.
	¥ Number of events we capture: three to six times more claims per patient, 40% more clinical encounters, and 30% more unique 

patients than legacy data sources. 
	¥ Inclusion of demographic and socioeconomic data, including geography, race, and ethnicity insights. 
	¥ Expertise of our research team. We partner with global RWE and HEOR teams to generate studies for publication in peer-reviewed 

journals and at scientific meetings. 
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Learn more about how Komodo can help you achieve your HEOR study goals by leveraging the RWE in Komodo’s Healthcare Map™.  
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To see more articles like this, follow Komodo Health on Twitter, LinkedIn, and YouTube, and visit Insights on our website.
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